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A MODEL FOR EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE
OF OPERATIONAL LEVEL INFORMATION HANDLING ACTIVITIES
Steven M. Miller and Diane M. Strong
Graduate School of Industrial Administration
Carnegie Mellon University
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a modeling framework that will allow a manager to simulate and
evaluate the performance of alternative designs of an operational level information han-
dling process. Performance is measured in terms of the quality of the OutputS of the
process, the total flow time through the process, and the human resource time required to
produce an output. The two major design options represented in the model are capabil-
ities of computerized information systems used, and characteristics of quality control
mechanisms within the information handling process. Based on the field study, we
elaborate on why the problem of designing information flows in an office is difficult and
we describe some of the complexities that need to be considered in a performance evalua-
tion model. This paper presents a summary of the methodology for representing an
information handling process, and an example of how the methodology can be used to
address a design problem at the field site.
INTRODUCTION new system will change the way work is cur-
rently performed, but the details of how work
Planned performance benefits from using com- will change and the implications of these
puterized information systems are more likely to changes are not readily apparent. In order to
be achieved if better planning and decision implement the new system with a minimum of
making about the design of the computerized disturbances to operations, management believes
process can be done. This can only happen if it is important to anticipate changes in how
design choices are clearly understood. This work will be performed.
paper describes ongoing research that seeks to
increase the understanding of tradeoffs made at The following section elaborates on the purpose
the design stage of an information system. The of the model. The conceptual framework for
design choices involve simultaneous considera- the model is then presented. This includes a dis-
tion of the capabilities of a computer system and cussion on the difficulty of the design problem.
the work process into which the computer sys- Information handling process complexities that
tem will be embedded. need to be considered to model the performance
impacts of information system changes are also
This research is motivated by an observed "real discussed. Following that, a summary of the
world" problem. In a particular firm, manage- methodology for representing the information
ment plans to introduce a new computer-based handling process is presented. This is the for-
information system into a work group within an mal way of describing information handling ac-
office. The computer-based information system tivities so that design choices can be specified
is designed to perform some tasks currently per- and performance measures calculated. Then,
formed by people. It is evident that using the the use of this methodology for an example
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design problem is described. Finally, the The information handling systems within these
research efforts to date are summarized and the offices already make substantial use of com-planned activities to complete this research are puters for database management, record keep-briefly described. ing, communications and other standard office
functions. This research focuses on the usage of
computers to automate decision making that
heretofore has not been automated in the office
(or the company). In this particular case, theRESEARCH FOCUS new computer applications are expert systems.
Expert systems will be used to structure parts of
This research focuses on understanding real the information handling task that were dif-
world information handling activities in the or- ficult to perform with other available infor-
ganization, and on developing a modeling mation technologies. The application of AI
framework that will facilitate analysis of design technologies expands the options available to
tradeoffs. The ultimate goaI of this research is system designers to improve the performance of
to develop a modeling framework that can be the information system.
used by a manager to simulate and evaluate the
performance of alternative information system
designs. The simulation of alternatives is Performance Evaluation
designed to be used before a new computer-
based information system is implemented. The outputs of the model are performanceThus, the research takes a proactive or prospec- measures for evaluating and comparing alter-tive focus. native designs of an information handling
process. Performance is conceptualized in
The modeling framework will also be used as a terms of the quality of the outputs, the time to
research tool to investigate impacts of alter- produce an output, and the human resources re-
native designs for using computer-based infor- quired to produce an output from the system.
mation systems in an information handling Quality is measured as the percentage of accept-
process. As Cohen (1984) suggested, the able outputs produced by the inforrnation sys-
development of computerized methods for as- tem. This is a simplified view of quality, but it
sessing the performance of alternative designs in is a reasonable approximation. Flow time is
organizations is a good way to increase the rate measured as the average time to move an infor-
of progress in the development of theories of mation object, such as an invoice, through the
how organizations operate. This paper focuses system. Human resource requirements are mea-
on describing the modeling of an information sured in terms of the number of labor hours re-
handling process and the practical use of the quired to process the information objects.
modeling framework as a decision aid to
managers planning installations of computer These three variables, quality levels, flow time,systems into information handling processes. and labor requirements, were chosen as perfor-
mance measures because they represent com-
monly cited expected benefits of automating,
Offices to be Modeled and they are also benefits that often fail to
materialize (Markus, 1984). Thus, the focus of
This research concentrates on offices in which the evaluation is on expected benefits. The use
goals are well defined and there is a substantial of advanced computer systems is expected to im-
degree of routinization in the activities required prove the quality of the outputs of the process
to meet the goals. While activities in such of- and to produce these outputs in less time. The
fices are often prescribed by well identified use of advanced computer systems is also ex-
procedures, judgment and decision making are pected to reduce the direct labor resources re-
still required on a frequent basis during the ex- quired to operate the process.
ecution of these activities (Suchman, 1983). The
offices studied here support operational level de- Quality is measured in terms of the percentagecision making within a manufacturing en- of acceptable outputs and the other two are mea-
terprise. This particular field site performs or- sured in terms of time. In principle, these could
der processing functions to provide manufactur- be converted into cost figures so that tradeoffs
ing with the information needed to produce the between the three benefits could be easily
product requested by a customer. evaluated. However, the focus of this research
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is on understanding the basic performance char- CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
acteristics of an information process and the FOR THE MODELchanges in performance when advanced compu-
ter systems are incorporated into the process.
When the functioning of an information han- The model described in the next section is based
dling process is understood well enough to ach- on a particular view of an information handling
ieve planned performance improvements from system, and the complexities of achieving per-
using computer systems, tradeoffs between dif- formance improvements in such a system. This
ferent benefits and the costs of achieving these view and the literature supporting it are dis-
benefits can then be evaluated. Therefore, the cussed in this section in terms of the following
initial research efforts will use direct measures three elements.
of information process performance.
- a network of information handling
activities
Design Choices - manual and computerized -
The design options represented in the model are processors
capabilities of computerized information sys-
tems used in the process and characteristics of - the design of a quality control -
quality control mechanisms within the process. system
The alternative capabilities considered for com-
puter systems are the comprehensiveness of the
decision rules included in the system and the as- A Network of Information
sistance provided to people performing quality Handling Activities
control functions. The alternative characterist-
ics considered for quality control mechanisms A typical operational level information handlingare their placement in the information handling process consists of multiple interdependent ac-process and their capabilities for generating, tivities. The focus is on the inputs and outputs
detecting, and correcting exceptions. of information handling activities, not on the
procedures or rules for performing an activity.
The focus of these design options is on quality This perspective of an information handling
control of exceptions. Exceptions are problems process is one that has emerged from the litera-
with objects processed in an information system ture on organizations as information processing
that will become unacceptable outputs if not systems developed from the early work by
fixed. A major focus of this research is under- March and Simon (1958) and Cyert and March
standing the generation, detection, and handling (1963), extended by Galbraith (1973, 1977). In-
of exceptions in the current information process formation outputs of one activity are inputs to
at the field site, and how changes in the genera- another activity. Based on the information
tion, detection, and handling of exceptions af- dependencies between activities, the activities
feet the performance of the information system. form a network which is a representation of the
Efforts are focused here for two reasons. The information handling system.
first is that people performing information han-
dling activities at the operational level spend a
large portion of their time doing exception When a computer system is embedded into a
detection and correction. In a work group work process com
posed of a network of multiple
studied in detail at the field site, approximately interdependent activities, the effect of perfor-
two thirds of the people's time is spent in this mance improvements at the activity in which a
way. Secondly, alternative capabilities of com-
new computer system is used may not be ap-
puterized information systems are expected to
parent. Performance improvements for a single
significantly affect the number of exceptions ge-
activity (local effects) do not necessarily trans-
nerated and the amount of time required to late into performance improvements for the en-
detect and handle an exception. The combina- tire work process (global effects).
tion of these two reasons means that proposed
changes to the design of an information process Whether global improvements result depends on
affecting the generation, detection, and correc- the relationship between the local activity and
tion of exceptions will have a significant impact if quality problems for the process are caused by
the outputs of the entire process. For example,
on performance.
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quality problems at the local activity level, then A Network of Quality Control Processesincreased computer use at that level is likely to
yield improved quality for the entire process.
However, other activities may cause quality pro-blems that offset the improvements from in- The purpose of some of the activities in the in-
creased computer use at the local level, then formation handling process is to perform quality
quality improvements for the entire activity are control functions. These controls can be clas-
unlikely. A similar "local vs. global" argument sified into three types; preventive controls,
applies to the reduction in flow time. To reduce detective controls, and corrective controls (Mair,
flow time for the entire process, the activity for Wood, and Davis, 1978). Preventive controls
which the computer system is used must be on a reduce the frequency with which exceptions oc-
critical path through the information handling cur. Exceptions are problems within an infor-
process. That is, it must be a bottleneck activity mation handling process that become unaccept-
in terms of flow time. Otherwise, reduced flow able outputs if they are not fixed. Preventive
time at the local activity will not translate into controls are generally so embedded in the
reduced flow time for the entire process. process that they are viewed as a normal part of
the process. They are not separate activities
The local vs. global argument does not directly within the process, but are part of the rules for
apply to human resource requirements. If fewer performing activities.
human resources are required for the local ac-
tivity, then fewer human resources will be re- Detective controls (exception detection) monitor
quired for the entire process. This is because the process and indicate when exceptions have
human resource requirements for the entire occurred. Corrective controls (exception
process are assumed to be the sum of the human handling) fix the problems found by detective
resource requirements for each activity in the controls. Exceptions are generated by normal
process. processing activities performed by either people
or computers. Exceptions may also be generated
by exception handling activities. Fixing excep-
tions is often a complex process that may intro-
Manual and Computerized duce new exceptions into the system.
Processors One motivation for explicitly representing activ-
ities that control the quality of the information
- - flowing through the system comes from organiz-
Each activity comprising the information han- ational literature. Organizational theorists,
dling system is performed by a processor. Two such as Carroll (1967) and Kickert (1980), usetypes of processors are considered in this the model of closed loop feedback control as aresearch, people and computers. The view of framework for modeling the process of decisionhuman behavior underlying this work is that a making in organizations. Another motivation
person is an information processor that is part comes from the accounting literature. Johnson,of a complex information processing and deci- Leitch, and Neter (1981) explain that auditors,sion making system within the organization. accountants, and system designers require infor-Therefore. an information handling process can mation about the relative frequency of errors inalso be thought of as a network comprised of an account, the size of these errors. and the dis-both people and computer systems. tribution of these errors to conduct accounting
audits. The authors elaborate:
Although more computer systems continue to be "System designers also need this
incorporated into information handling systems, knowledge for incorporating adminis-
the view of an information handling system as a trative and accounting controls intocombination of manual and computerized pro- management information systems.cessors continues to be relevant because peopleare still an important part of even highly com- The location and sophistication of er-
puterized systems. The information flow be- ror detection and correction
tween activities performed by computers and ac- procedures are a function of the ex-
tivities performed by ,people is an important pected frequency, magnitude, distri-aspect of the performance of the information bution, and likely causes of errors at
handling process. each juncture in the transaction
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processing cycle. Knowledge of fre- to find places in the process to locally increase
quency, magnitude, distributions, and flow time without increasing the flow time
possible causes of errors is therefore through the entire process
. At these "slack"
needed for the design of effective in- points in the proc
ess, exception detection and
handling can be done to increase quality without
formation systems." incurring a flow time penalty.
A quality control system is a subsystem of the The flow time and human resource effects of a
information handling system. As narrowly quality control system depend primarily on how
defined, a quality control system is the set of ex- much assistance the computer system provides
ception detection and exception handling activ- with exception detection and handling. For ex-
ities throughout the entire information handling
process that determine the quality of the final
ception detection activities, there must be some
output of the process. A broader definition also
way to recognize whether the output produced
includes activities that generate exceptions as
by the computer or the manual process is ac-
part of the quality control system. When ceptable.
If this is difficult to determine, the
designing a quality control system, the broader
detection activity will take longer to perform
and will probably fail to detect some exceptions.
definition helps to focus attention on designing A well designed computer system should provide
procedures that reduce the number of excep- some assistance in detecting exceptions. For ex-
tions generated, rather than focusing entirely on ample, some computer systems produce reports
designing procedures for detecting and fixing listing objects for which there are problems,
exceptions. whereas other computer systems simply list
A good process design matches the exception everything that was processed and people must
detection and handling activities to the excep- search for exceptions. It is possible for manual
tion generation characteristics of the com- detection and handling act
ivities of com-
puterized and manual processes. The lack of an puterized processes to take longer to perform
appropriate match is hypothesized to be a major than when doing the process manually. In this
reason why expected computerization benefits case, computerization may decrease flow time
are often not achieved. Increasing the use of and increase human r
esource requirements, just
computers changes the exceptions that are gene- the opposite of what was expected.
rated, both in terms Of the number of exceptions
generated and the type of controls that can
detect these exceptions. Therefore, existing ex-
ception detection and handling activities must
be adjusted when the use of computers is in- MODELING AN INFORMATION
creased to maintain a match with the generation HANDLING PROCESS
of exceptions.
A good design for a quality control system is one Models of information handling processes have
that produces a high percentage of acceptable been developed in both the office information -
outputs from the entire process, but does not re- systems literature and the accounting literature.
quire much extra flow time or human resources. In the office information systems literature, of-
A tradeoff exists between achieving increased fices have been modeled as information flow
quality and reduced flow time for a given tech- networks (Ellis and Nutt, 1980)
and as Petri nets
nology. If generated exceptions are not detected (Zisman, 1977). These research efforts have
and handled, there are quality problems. There- focused on the development of specification lan-
fore, to remove these quality problems, time guages and software tools to facilitate the con-
must be spent in detection and handling activ- struction and analysis of models (Se
e Ellis and
ities which increases flow time. If the design of Nutt (1980) and Bracchi and Pernic
i (1984) for
the technology and the work process can be al- a review of this literature.) The time to process
tered, there are two possibilities for avoiding information activities is oft
en included in these
this tradeoff. One possibility is not to take the models so that queueing theory or simulation
generated exceptions as given. For example, can be used to analyze the flow of information
computer systems can be designed to accept a (Nutt and Ricci, 1981). Exception
handling is
greater portion of objects with little or no in- not a focus of these models. Feedback loops, re-
crease in processing time. The other way to work, and mechanisms to monitor and control
avoid the tradeoff is based on the local vs. global the quality of the outputs are not emphasized or
effects in a complex process. It may be possible explicitly considered.
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In the accounting literature, information sys- restriction to an acyclic directed graph greatlytems have been modeled as reliability networks simplifies calculation of the performance(Cushing, 1974, Bodnar, 1975) and as stochastic measures and is not expected to restrict the ca-processes (Yu and Neter, 1973). These models pability to model exception detection and han-have given explicit consideration to representing dling activities.the quality of the information flowing through
the system since the goal of auditing is to deter- Information objects, such as orders or vouchers,mine whether quality outputs are being produc- flow through the network as they are processeded. (See Knechel (1983) for a review of this by the activities. Objects are not necessarilyliterature.) Cushing uses reliability theory to processed by ali of the activities in the network.calculate the probability of a good output. Al- The path of any object through the networkternatively, Yu and Neter view the movement of may differ from other objects. As objects arean object, such as an order, through the infor- processed by activities they change states. Themation handling process as a Markov chain. state of an object is a summary of the effects ofKnechel (1985) combines characteristics of both information processing on the object. Objectof these approaches in his simulation modeling states are represented as a vector of values. Theapproach to evaluating quality controls. Little state of an object is the only information storedemphasis is placed on the time or resources re- about the object. Knowing the state of the ob-quired to produce quality outputs, although it is ject and its location in the network is sufficientnot completely ignored (Cushing, 1974). to determine the next activity for that object.
The model described below borrows from both
The history of the object in terms of previous
activities is not needed. This memory-less
of these literatures. In particular, the core of property permits the processing2of an object tothe model is an information flow network be modeled as a Markov process.similar in nature to models found in the officeinformation systems literature. In addition to Three activity structures are the basic compon-this basic model structure, changes in the
quality of information as it flows through the
ents of the model:3
network is modeled as a stochastic process. The - Transformation: one input arc anddescription of an information handling process one output arcrepresented in the model is then simulated to
compute performance measures for the process. - OR-split: one input arc, select one of
several possible output arcs
MODELING AN ACTIVITY - OR-join: several inputs arcs from an
NETWORK OR-split, one output arc
The core of the model is a network of activities. The simplest type of activity structure, called a
The network is an acyclic directed graph 1 wi th a transformation, is an activity with one input arcsingle starting node and one or more terminat- and one output arc. It models normal or excep-
ing nodes. For the operational level processes tion handling processing of objects by people orbeing modeled, this means that exception han- computers. A branching structure, called andling or re-work is not modeled as a feedback OR-split, has one input arc and multiple output
loop, but rather as a separate forward process. arcs and models an exception detection activity.For many practical applications, modeling ex- One output arc is selected for each object from
ception handling as a repetition of a previouscomputerized or manual process is not realistic.Although it may appear from observations that V'I'he memory-less propeny depends on how the states arethe process is repeated, the performance defined. it is not a property inherent in a system beingparameters of the process are probably different modeled. Defining the states so that the memory-lessthe second time through the process. This property applies will be easier in some systems than in
others. For many information handling systems, a person
can determine the next activity to perform from information
1
that is part of the object. Thus, the states of the object isAn acyclic directed graph contains no cycles or loopes. It defined from information that is part of the object.is not possible in an acyclic directed graph to start at a node
3and follow the directed arcs back to the same node. All arcs The terms OR-split, OR-join, AND-split, and AND-joinpoint from the starting node toward the terminating node(s). are taken from Ellis (1983).
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several possible output arcs. Corresponding t Markov model. In the modeling framework
the branching structure is a merging structure, described in this paper, each transformation ac-
called an OR-join, which joins together paths tivity, such as processing or exception handling,
that branched from an OR-split activity. may change the quality of the object. Branches
and merges do not change the quality. However,
In the simple example shown in Figure 1, trans- branching may be done based on the quality of
formations are represented as rectangles and the object, i.e. exception detection.
branches, and merges are represented by
diamonds. These activity structures are labeled For the example shown in Figure 1, two qualityby capital letters. Between activities is a circle values are considered: the information is accept-
representing objects after one activity and be- able or it is unacceptable. Suppose the processfore the next activity. These object states are starts (at state@ with unacceptable information.labeled numerically. For example, the information has not yet been
included in the order. The computer process (atIn the example, a computer system performs a A) is supposed to supply acceptable information.transformation (at A). The output of the com- If it always supplied acceptable information for
puter system is manually checked for excep- every object, the exception detection and han-tions. The process then splits into two branches, dling processes (at B and C) would not be
one for outputs from the computer system that needed, and the final output state (state5 ) wouldare detected as acceptable by the exception be acceptable outputs. However, such a perfectdetection activity, and one for outputs that are process is unlikely. The final output qualitydetected to be unacceptable. An object follows depends on the changes in quality at all of theone of the two paths, depending on whether an transformations and on correct functioning of
exception was found. For detected exceptions, the exception detection activities.there is an exception handling activity (at C) to
fix the problem. Finally, the two paths are
merged together to produce the final object Modeling Quality Changes
state.3 This example is purposely kept simple to (Transformations)illustrate concepts and is not intended to
demonstrate all of the complexities of the infor- Changes in the quality values at each transfor-
mation handling processes the model is designed mation are modeled by a matrix of probabilities.
to analyze. A more realistic example is dis- The probabilities in the matrix, labeled pi; re-
cussed later in the paper. present the probability that an input of qdality
value i is transformed into an output of quality
MODELING QUALITY value j. For the example, with the two quality
values acceptable and unacceptable, a transfor-
The method for modeling quality is based on the mation probability matrix looks like:
earlier work of Yu and Neter (1973), which
views each activity in an activity network as To Quality Value
having some propensity for introducing errors From Quality Value Acceptable Unacceptableor not eliminating them. Changes in the quality
of an object as it moves through the activity net- Acceptable pil P,2
work are viewed as a stochastic process using a Unacceptable P21 P22
4A branching and merging structure pair to model the start For example, P2 J represents the probability that
and end of parallelism will be part of the full model, but will an object entering with quality value 2, un-
no be discussed in this paper. In this case, all output arcs acceptable, is transformed into quality value 1,
are selected to model parallel activities operating on an ob- acceptable. The sum of the probabilities for each
ject. The parallelism branching structure is called and AND- input quality value must be 1. That is, Ij pij = 1
split and the merging structure is called an AND-join. infor- for each L This means that each input qual-
mation technologies, such as database systems, support ity value must become some output quality
parallel activities within an information handling process. value.
SAccording to the model specification, the example could
have terminated with two termination states (states 2 and 4) The numbers in the transition matrix represent
rather than merging into one state. Which is chosen the capabilities of the processor performing the
depends on the information processing system being activity. For example, P21 and p„ represent the
modeled and the desired calculations from the model. capabilities of a processor to hanE[le objects with
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Start: Stateo
V
A. Transforamtion
(Computer Process)
 Statel
B. OR-Split
(Exception Detection)
» (Manual)
(Detected: Acceptable) (Detected: Unacceptable)
1
State State2 3
 C. Transformation  
(Exception Handling)1 1
State 
><' D. OR-Join
Termination: Statec
Figure 1: Activity Network
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unacceptable quality values as inputs. The Suppose the quality transformations at C, the
larger P21 is, the more capable the processor is at exception handling activity for objects detected
transforming unacceptable inputs into accept- as having unacceptable information, are as fol-
able outputs. If the characteristics of the pro- lows:
cessor change, such as a switch from a person to
a computer or from a traditional computer sys- To Quality Value
tem to an expert system, the probabilities in the From Quality Value Acceptable Unacceptablematrix should change.
Acceptable 0.95 0.05
Example transition matrices for the transfor- Unacceptable 0.90 0.10
mations in Figure 1, the computer process at A
and the exception handling activity for un-
acceptable information at C, are shown in Table tion process always functioned correctly, i.e.
The second row indicates that even if the detec-
2. The probabilities shown in the matrices are only unacceptable objects were sent on thishypothetical, and are chosen only to
demonstrate the type of phenomenon that can path, this exception handling activity only fixes
be represented. 90% of the unacceptable objects. The first rowindicates that if acceptable objects are mis-
takenly sent on this path, this exception han-
Suppose the quality transformations for A, the dling activity will convert 5% of these into un-
computer process, are as follows: , acceptable outputs, that is, the processor "fixes"
problems that do not exist.
To Quality Value
A perfectly functioning exception handling ac-
From Quality Value Acceptable Unacceptable tivity would have all ones in the first column
Acceptable 0.10 0.90 and all zeros in other columns. This means that
Unacceptable O.10 O.90 for any incoming quality value, the outgoing
quality value is always acceptable. Since
column 2 is not all zeros in the above matrix,
, The numbers mean that 10% of the outputs there is a non-zero probability that some outputs
have information of acceptable quality and 90% of the exception handling activity will still not
have unacceptable information. Since each row have acceptable quality.
is identical, the output of the computer process
is independent of the quality value of the input
to the process. (lf the transformation matrix Modeling Quality Detection
represented a manual process, it is unlikely that (OR-split)
all of the rows in the matrix would be identical,
since people would be expected to look at the in- An exception detection activity, modeled by an
put to check whether additional processing is OR-split activity structure, does not change the
required.) quality of an object. It sends each object to an
exception handling activity or to the next
Although it may seem unlikely that a computer
process. However, an exception detection ac-
system would produce acceptable outputs only
tivity may not function correctly. That is, an in-
10% of the time, the situation is not uncommon correct output arc may be selected. In the ex-
in practice. For example, databases and deci- ample, the exception detection activity (at B)may fail to catch an exception and select the ac-
sion rules in computer systems are often not ceptable arc when the object actually had un-kept up-to-date with the changing environment. acceptable information. Therefore, the qualityAlso, in any firm, the official policy modeled by transformation for an OR-split models type I
the computer system may not represent actual
practice. A typical case is the difference be- and type II errors in the choice of output arcs,
tween standard lead times stored in a database not quality changes in the object. The following
and the actual time required to produce a pro- table shows the typel and type II errors for an
duet. A computer process producing only 10% exception detection activities.
acceptable outputs is a likely candidate for re- Evaluated or Detected State
placement by more advanced technology, such True State No Exception Exception Exists
as an expert system that could make decisions
based on rules that captured many of the contin- No Exception Correct Type I error
gencies to be considered.
Exception Exists Type Il Error Correct
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The information in the above table is In summary, changes in, and detection of, the
represented in the quality transformation qualin· of information objects at activities are
matrix for an exception detection activity. The modeled by two types of probability matrices.
general form of the matrix, using the two For each transformation activity structure in the
quality values in the example, is as follows: model (i.e.. for each computerized or manual
process and for each exception handling ,
Arc Selected activity), a transition probability matrix
Quality Value Acceptable , Unacceptable represents the probabilities that the quality of
the information object changes from particularAcceptable qi i q12 input quality values to particular output qualityUnacceptable 421 q22 values. For each OR-split activity structure in
the model, a probability matrix represents the
The first subscript is the incoming quality value probabilities that information objects with par-
and the second subscript is the arc selected. ticular input quality values are detected by an
Since the quality value does not change during exception detection activity as having those
exception detection, the outgoing quality value is quality values, or are mistakenly detected as
not explicitly represented in the matrix. having other quality values. Given these prob-
ability matrices for each activity in the network,
The sum of the probabilities along any row must matrix multiplication can be used to compute
be one. That is, one arc must be selected for the probability of acceptable and unacceptable
each incoming object. For example, any object outputs at the termination state(s). This com-
arriving at the detection activity with acceptable putation will be explained in more detail in the
quality wilI leave with acceptable quality along section on computing the performance
either the "detected acceptable" or the "detected measures.
unacceptable" arc. In the above matrix, qii and
922' are probabilities that the exception detec-
tion activity makes the correct choice. The Modeling Time
probabilities, qi and 421' are the probabilities of
type I and type  I errors, respectively. A perfect Two time figures are associated with each ac-
detection activity is modeled by a matrix for tivity. One represents the time required to
which the diagonal elements are equal to unity process a single information object through the
and all other elements are zero, i.e., no type I activity. This is the elapsed time to perform theactivity. The other represents the human re-and type II errors.
source time required to perform the activity. If
Suppose that for the example exception detec- the activity is performed by a computer system,
tion activity (at B), the following values are the human resource time is likely to be zero, al-
used: though some human resource time may be re-
quired. These two time figures for each activity
Arc Selected provide information to compute the total human
resource time required and the total processingQuality Value Acceptable Unacceptable time in the activity network.
Acceptable 0.90 0.10
Unacceptable 0.05 0.95 In addition to this time information for each ac-
tivity, information about the scheduling of activ-
For acceptable inputs, 90% are recognized as ac- ities is included in the model. Scheduling infor-
ceptable while 10% are mistakenly classified as mation, along with the processing time for activ-
unacceptable (type I errors). The 10% of the ac- ities, is used to compute the idle time between
ceptable inputs sent to the exception handling activities which is needed to compute flow time.
activity because of a less than perfect exception Idle time is the time information objects wait in
detection activity may be "fixed" and possibly queues for the next activity to be performed.
become unacceptable. For unacceptable inputs,
5% of these exceptions are not caught Care clas- The scheduling information needed in the
sified as acceptable) and 95% are correctly clas- model is information about when activities
sified as unacceptable. The 5% of the unaccept- should be performed. For example, a computer
able inputs not sent to an exception handling ac- system may only run as an overnight batch ac-
tivity will complete the activity with an un- tivity. This scheduling information must con-
acceptable quality. These 5% are type Il errors sider the processors used to perform the activ-
from the exception detection activity. ities, since an appropriate processor, either
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human or computer, must be available to per- - the processing time for each activity
form the activity when it is scheduled. For the
particular information handling system being - the human resource time for each
modeled in the initial version of the simulation, activity
there is one human processor and multiple com-
puter processors, one for each computerized ac- - scheduling information for the ac-tivity. This models a scenario in which a person
is responsible for all activities for a set of infor- tivities
mation objects. There are separate computer
systems for each computerized activity. This is Simulation of the activity network will be used
a typical way of assigning responsibility to to compute the three performance measures be-
people, although other ways such as specializing cause it is a general and flexible technique that
by activity are also used. Assuming separate will not restrict extensions to the modeling
computer systems means either that dedicated framework. In particular, computation of the
computer systems are used or multi-processing flow time through the network using queueing
systems are used. One human processor and theory methods is not analytically tractable for
multiple computer processors means that activ- general scheduling rules. Simulation has been
ities performed by people cannot be scheduled recommended by other researchers for analyz-
in parallel, but computerized activities can be ing the performance of information handling
scheduled in parallel with each other and with systems (see, for example, Knechel (1985) in the
manually performed activities. In this par- auditing literature and Nutt and Ricci (1981) in
ticular information handling system, each ac- the office information systems literature). Be-
tivity is assigned a particular day of the week fore discussing the simulation, analytic
when it is usually performed. This information procedures for computing the quality of the out-
is included in the model for each activity. puts and the time required from human re-
sources will be presented. These procedures will
In summary, to capture timing information in be used on simple cases to verify that the
the model so that flow time and human resource simulation is computing these measures cor-
time performance measures can be computed, rectly. Discussion of these procedures provides
the following information is included in the some insight into how the information in the
model for each activity in the activity network: model is used to compute performancemeasures.
- processing time for the activity
- human resource time for the activity
- time during the week when the ac-
tivity should be scheduled Analytic Computations for Quality - Since
quality was modeled as a Markov chain, the
quality at the terminal state can be computed
using matrix multiplication. For this method of
Computing the computing quality, a state is a vector of prob-ability values. (The representation of a state is
Performance Measures different when using simulation to compute
quality.) The values in the state vector represent
The three performance measures, the quality of the probability that an object has each possible
the outputs from the activity network, the quality value. For the quality values in the ex-
average flow time through the activity network, ample, [0.40,0.60] represents a 0.40 probability
and the average human resource time for of having acceptable quality and a 0.60 probabil-
manual processing in the activity network, will ity of having unacceptable quality. On a path
be computed given the input information. through the activity network that all objects fol-
These inputs are: low, the sum of the probabilities in the state vec-
tor is 1. After an OR-split, the sum of the
- the activity network probabilities in a state vector along any one of
the arcs is less than or equal to 1. The sum of
- the quality transformation matrix the probabilities in a state vector represents the
for each activity probability that an object follows that path.
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For each activity structure, the matrix computa- work. These final state vectors represent the
tions are different. For transformations, the quality of the objects produced from the net-
transition probability matrix describes how in- work. For the example presented earlier, the
put quality values are transformed into output result would be the probability of an acceptable
quality values. Given the input state and the output from the network and the probability of
probability matrix of transformations, the out- an unacceptable output from the network.
put state can be computed, as follows: sT 1 P =
sT, where sT is a row vector representing the in- There is a load analysis calculation that canput state, s 0 is a row vector representing the easily be performed given the state vectors fromoutput state, and P is the transition matrix. the Markov chain analysis for computing the
quality of the outputs. If the average number of
For OR-split activities, a matrix multiplication information objects to be processed for some
is done for each output arc resulting in an out- time period can be estimated, the probabilities
put state vector for each arc. A different trans- in the state vectors can be multiplied by this es-
formation matrix is used for each arc. This timate to determine the load on the information
matrix is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal ele- handling process. For example, suppose an ex-
ments are the elements from the column of the ception detection activity sends 40% of the in-
probability matrix for the OR-split correspond- formation objects to an exception handling ac-
ing to that arc. For the example presented ear- tivity for correction of problems. If the input to
lier, there are two diagonal matrices: the activity network is 1,000 objects per month,
To Quality Value
From Quality Value Acceptable Unacceptable
Acceptable q11=0.90 0.00
Unacceptable 0.00  21=0·05 for the detected acceptable arc
To Quality Value
From Quality Value  Acceptable Unacceptable
Acceptable  12=0·10 0.00
Unacceptable 0.00  22=0.95 for the detected unacceptable arc
The input state vector is multiplied by each of then a person performing the exception han-
these diagonal matrices to obtain an output state dling activity must be able to correct 400 objects
vector for each arc from the exception detection per month. This simple load analysis helps to
activity. understand the impacts of the quality
probabilities.
For OR-join activities, the corresponding ele-
ments in all of the input state vectors are
summed. For example, element 1 in the output
state vector is the sum of element 1 in all of the Analytic Computations for Time - The humanresource time for the network is relatively easyinput state vectors. to compute analytically since it does not depend
on idle time. The average human resource time
Moving through a network of activities, such as required to process an information object is
the one shown in Figure 1 using the calculations computed by summing the human resource time
specified above, the quality at the output state of for each activity weighted by the probability
each activity can be computed until the terminal that the object is processed through that ac-
state is reached. This produces a state vector of tivity. That is, h=I, Chi x P,) where h is the
probabilities for each terminal node in the net- average human resource time, 4 is the human
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resource time for activity i, and  8 is the prob- Each information object enters the activity net-
ability that an information object requires work with a particular quality vahie. For ex-
processing by activity i. p. is the sum of the ample, each object may start with unacceptable
probabilities in the state vector representing the quality because later processing will add infor-
input to activity L This sum of probabilities is mation needed to make the object of acceptable
one for any arc in the network that all objects quality. The state vector in the simulation
follow and is less than one for paths taken by model indicates the quality value for an infor-
only selected objects. mation object, not the probabilities for each
quality value. That is, each object has a par-
This computation produces the average human ticular quality value. For example, the object
resource time required to handle a single infor- either has acceptable or unacceptable quality,
mation object which can be multiplied by the not a 40% probability of being acceptable.
average number of objects to be processed in a
time period to estimate the human resource time For each different activity structure, transfor-
required for the time period. Alternatively, the mation, OR-split, and OR-join, the simulation
focus of the analysis can be placed on particular performs different functions. At transfor-
activities within the information handling mations, the simulation stochastically selects the
process. For this analysis, the human resource output quality value for an object given its input
time for an activity is multiplied by the average quality value and the transition matrix of
number of objects that must be processed probabilities for the transformation activity. It
through that activity. This produces an estimate accumulates the processing time and the human
of the total human resource time required to resource time associated with the activity, and
perform a particular activity. also records the idle time since the last activity
finished for this object. Finally, it sends the ob-
Using the same calculation procedure given for ject to the next activity in the network.
human resource time, the average processing
time for the information handling process can For OR-split activity structures, the simulation
be computed. That is, the processing time for stochastically selects an output arc for the objecteach activity weighted by the probability that an based on its input quality value and the matrixobject is processed by the activity can be of probabilities associated with the activity.
summed over ali activities in the network. This This output arc determines the next activity in
calculation represents the total time an object is the network to which the object will be sent.
worked on while it is moving through the infor-
mation handling network, and does not include The simulation accumulates the processing timeand human resource time associated with theidle time. In this research, the focus is on flow
time rather than processing time. Processing activity and also records the idle time since thelast activity finished for this object.time is only of interest because it provides a
bound on the feasible reduction in flow time.
An analysis of idle tiIde is important because For OR-join activity structures, no processing is
idle time for an object provides an opportunity required from the simulation. These structures
to perform quality control activities to increase are included in the activity network to indicate
quality without affecting flow time. the end of separate branches, but no quality
changes or processing time are associated with
them. These structures are needed in the
Markov chain analysis to indicate the consolida-
Simulation of the Activity Network - To simu- tion of probability state values from the
late the processing of information objects by the branches being joined.
activity network, information about the arrival
of information objects is needed. A real stream
of arrivals may be used or this stream may be The information objects are processed at each
represented by an arrival distribution. These activity when the activity is scheduled to be per-
are the inputs that drive the simulation model. formed on a first-come, first-served basis except
As initially set up, the simulation will model the for a small set of objects designated as priority
processing of information objects that are the objects. Activities performed by people are
responsibility of one human processor. For the scheduled more frequently to handle any wait-
particular field site, this means the orders for ing priority. objects. That .is, priority objects .
one product line. move through the activity network as fast as
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possible given limitations from the scheduling of others, but there is no agreed upon optimal solu-
computerized activities. tion. A key issue is to avoid supplying infeasible
or unbuildable engineering specifications, rather
than searching for a "best" solution. The process
of supplying engineering information is a com-
plex decision process requiring extensive pro-BUILDING AND duet knowledge about how components can be
USING THE MODEL assembled together. Each decision rule is rela-
tively simple (e.g. component A can only be part
of the product if component B is included), butIn this section, two issues about the practical use the set of decision rules is large and each deci-of the modeling concepts in a field setting will sion rule is applicable in only some situations.be discussed. These two issues are: ( 1) formula- This problem has been called the "configurationtion of a design problem in a field setting in problem" and at least one firm routinely uses an
terms of the modeling concepts, and (2) collec- expert system for configuring products.6 How-tion of the data to specify the model parameters. ever, solution of the configuration problem in
each firm is unique because the solution
An Example Design Problem depends on the particular products.
The field site is a manufacturing firm which as- Sourcing information is a specification of which
sembles complex, high value-added electronics of the firm's plants should supply each sub-
products to customer specifications. The office assembly of the order. In the firm, sub-
studied serves as an interface between sales and assemblies of a product are assembled at dif-
manufacturing groups. Its primary function is ferent plants and multiple plants are capable of
order administration. The inputs to the infor- supplying a particular subassembly. An accept-
mation handling process studied are customer able solution to the problem depends on the en-
orders collected by the sales organization. The gineering information (how the product is to be
outputs are orders with additional information assembled), the capabilities of the plants, and
needed by the manufacturing organization to as- the status of the plants. The engineering infor-
semble the products. mation is used to determine which components
must be assembled in the same plant and infor-
mation about the plants is used to determineTwo of the primary responsibilities of the office which plants can assemble those components.being studied are to ensure that correct en-
gineering and sourcing information are attached
to the order. The office has other order ad- The firm operates in a dynamic environment.
ministration responsibilities, but this example Each year many new products are introduced. ,
will focus on the process of supplying and This means that the decision rules for supplying
verifying the correctness of these two pieces of acceptable engineering and sourcing infor-
information. Engineering and sourcing infor- mation must be continually updated to include
mation are not part of an order when it arrives new product knowledge. The extensive know-
from sales, but must be included with an order ledge base required to make acceptable engineer-
before it is sent to manufacturing. The firm is ing and sourcing decisions and the rate of
in the process of designing, developing, and im- change of the knowledge base makes these deci-
plementing expert systems to supply these two sions candidates for expert systems.
pieces of information. The design problem ex-
amined here is deciding on the capabilities of
these expert systems and the design of quality Formulating the Model for the Examplecontrol activities to ensure that correct engineer-
ing and sourcing information are supplied to
The modeling framework is used to evaluate al-manufacturing.
ternative options for using expert systems to
Engineering information is a specification of
how the components ordered by a customer
should be assembled to form a functioning pro- - 6See Scown(1985) for a case study of Digital Equipmentduet. There are generally multiple solutions to Corporation's expert system for configuring computer sys-
this problem, some of which are better than tems.
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supply engineering and sourcing information ter systems. This is done to avoid automating
within the order processing system. First, order poor processes. For this field site, process
processing for these two decisions is represented restructuring has already been done in prepara-
as it is before using expert systems. This tion for a more automated process. This restruc-
provides a baseline scenario with which to com- tured process as it functions before the instal-
pare design options for using expert systems. lation of expert system is the process
Next, the design options for using expert sys- represented in the baseline scenario.
tems are represented in the model to form
descriptions of alternative scenarios for supply-
ing engineering and sourcing information. The activity network for this design example is
Then, the baseline and alternative scenarios are shown in Figure 2. The activity network shows
compared in terms of the three performance two transformations at the beginning, one to
measures, quality of the resulting orders, flow supply engineering information and one to
time, and human resource time. supply sourcing information. These two trans-formations are followed by an exception detec-
tion activity to find problems in the information
A key part of representing an information han- produced by the first two transformations, and
dling process in terms of the model is selecting an exception handling activity to fix detected
the quality values to be modeled. For this ex- problems.
ample, four values are used. They are formed
from combinations of acceptable and unaccept-
able information from the engineering and The first transformation, supplying engineering
sourcing decisions. information, is performed manually in thebaseline scenario and by an expert system in the
1. both engineering and sourcing infor- alternative scenarios. The second transfer-
mation acceptable mation, supplying sourcing information, is per-formed by a conventional computer system in
2. engineering unacceptable, sourcing the baseline scenario and by an expert system in
acceptable alternative scenarios. The conventional compu-
3. engineering acceptable. sourcing un- ter system for supplying sourcing information' produces a large portion of unacceptable sourc-acceptable ing decisions because the system does not use the
4. both unacceptable engineering information as an input. This
means that the sourcing decision is made on a
component-by-component basis independent of
knowledge about which components must be as-
These quality values define the structure of the sembled together.
quality transition matrices. Each transition
matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix representing the For both the baseline and alternative scenarios,
probabilities of transitioning from each of the exception detection and handling after the two
four quality values in the input state to each of transformations is performed manually using
the four quality values in the output state. information supplied by the transformations.
In the baseline scenario, there is implicitly an
The other key part of representing an infor- exception detection and handling process built
mation handling process in terms of the model into the first transformation, since the tech-
is specifying the activity network. For this ex- nicians manually performing this transfor-
ample, the structure of the activity network is mation check their own work and fix any pro-
the same for the baseline and alternative scen- blems found. Production of quality outputs is
arios. What is varied between scenarios is the incorporated into the transformation (quality
probability matrices for quality changes for each assurance) rather than explicitly including a
activity in the activity network, the processing separate quality control activity in the process.
time for these activities, and the human re-
source time for these activities. This equivalent The alternative scenarios represent different
structure is not always the case and the model- management decisions about the use of expert
ing framework can be used to compare processes systems in ordering processing. Two manage-
whose activity networks differ. In some situa- ment decisions about using expert systems will
lions the information handling process is sig- be represented. The first is the amount of ex-
nificantly restructured when installing compu- pertise to build into the expert system, i.e. how
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Figure 2. Partial Activity Network for Order Processing
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comprehensive the decision making rules will sion support tool to help a person supply accept-
be. The second is the assistance provided by the able information. For example, if the expert
expert system with exception detection and han- system for supplying sourcing information en-
dling. Both of these are choices about the countered a subassembly in an order for which
functionality to be designed into the expert sys- it could not determine a plant to supply the sub-
tems that are expected to affect the performance assembly, the expert system could produce a
measures for the order handling process. report describing the order, the particular sub-
assembly it could not process, and its reason for
The comprehensiveness of the decision rules not processing the subassembly (e.g. the sub-
represents a tradeoff between supplying the in- assembly is not in its database).
formation manually and developing and main-
taining rules in the expert system. Some types This assistance from an expert system is
of orders are rare and may be complex. lt may represented in the model in terms of parameters
be easier to process these orders manually than for the exception detection and handling activ-
to develop and maintain rules to handle these iities. Additional assistance from an expert sys-
cases. The comprehensiveness of the decision tem should make exception detection and han-
rules in an expert system is measured as the per- dling activities function with higher quality and
centage of orders a system can handle correctly.7 take less time. However, the expert system may
The modeling framework evaluates the perfor- take longer to process orders with this increased
mance impacts of different choices for the per- functionality. This would be represented in the
centage of orders handled by an expert system. model by increasing the processing time at the
activity performed by the expert system.
The percentage of orders handled correctly is
represented in the model in terms of the quality
transition matrix for an expert system. Orders Analysis of the Baselinethat cannot be handled by the expert system be-
come unacceptable outputs of the transfor- and Alternative Scenarios
mation. Also, including more rules in the sys-
tem to handle a higher percentage of the orders The activity network and the quality values
may affect the time to process an order through define the overall structure of the model. To
the expert system. This situation is represented compute the three performance measures, the
in the model by increasing the processing time parameters for each activity must be specified.
for the transformation. These parameters are the quality transition
matrix, the processing time, and the human re-
The assistance provided by an expert system for source time for each activity. Specific model
exception detection and handling is parameters, based on investigations at the field
functionality included in the expert system to site, are used below to demonstrate how baseline
help people find exceptions and correct them.
and alternative scenarios can be analyzed. How-
For this design problem, exceptions are orders ever, since data collection for the parameter
with unacceptable engineering or sourcing in- values is in initial stages, the parameter values
formation. This functionality could take several used below are only rough estimates of actual
forms including exception reports listing orders and planned operations.
not correctly processed, information about what
caused orders not to be processed, a trace facility First, consider the transformation to add en-
to demonstrate the decision rules used in gineering information to an order. In the
processing an order, and an interactive facility baseline scenario, this process takes an average
in which the expert system functions as a deci- of 45 minutes for each order and 45 minutes of
human resource time. For cases in which the
incoming quality of the engineering information
is unacceptable (the usual case), the people
producing the information supply acceptable in-
7The full version of the model will include facilities to formation 85% of the time and unacceptable in-
model multiple types of information objects (e.g., types of
orders). The percentage of orders handled correi:tly by an
formation 15% of the time. If, for some reason,
expert system can be specified for each type of order. Then, the incoming order already has acceptable en-
when the mix of orders changes, the percentage of orders gineering information (a rare case), this infor-
handled does not need to be adjusted. Multiple typeS Of mation is reviewed by the person and 5% of
information objects will not be discussed in this paper). these orders are changed to have unacceptable
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engineering information. These quality changes Similar modeling considerations apply to the
are represented in the following matrix: transformation for supplying sourcing infor-
mation. The conventional computer system inOutput Quality Value
the baseline scenario produces acceptable sourc-Input Quality Value 1 2 3 4 ing information for only 20% of the orders. It
1 Both Acceptable .95 .05 .00 .00 does not consider engineering information as an
2 Only Eng. Unacc. .85 .15 .00 .00 input nor does it examine the order to determine
3 Only Sourcing Unacc. .00 .00 .95 .05 whether acceptable sourcing information has al-
4 Both Unacceptable .00 .00 .85 .15 ready been supplied for the order. Therefore,
the quality of the sourcing information produc-
The usual case is that orders enter the activity ed is independent of the quality value of the in-
network with both unacceptable engineering put. This means that each row of the matrix
and sourcing information, since this infor- = will have 20% and 80% values in the ap-
mation has not yet been supplied. This is propriate columns as follows:
represented in the last row of the matrix.
Output Quality ValueAn alternative scenario for this transformation Input Quality Value 1 2 3 4uses an expert system which takes 2 minutes to
process each order and requires no human re-, 1. Both Acceptable .20 .00 .80 .002. Only Eng. Unacc. .00 .20 .00 .80source time. The expert system does not con- 3. Only Sourcing Unacc. .20 .00 .80 00
sider the input quality value of the order; it 4. Both Unacceptable .00 .20 .00 .go
produces 95% acceptable engineering infor-
mation independent of the input quality value. The expert system modeled in the alternativeThese quality changes are represented in the fol- scenarios for the sourcing transformation takeslowing matrix: as an input the output of the expert system for
Output Quality Value supplying engineering information. Thus, the
quality of the sourcing information produced byInput Quality Value 1 2 3 4
the sourcing expert system is influenced by the1 Both Acceptable .95 .05 .00 .00 capabilities of the expert system for supplying2 Only Eng. Unacc. .95 .05 .00 .00 engineering information. If the input engineer-
3 Only Sourcing Unacc. .00 .00 .95 .05 ing information is unacceptable rather than ac-
4 Both Unacceptable .00 .00 .95 .05 ceptable, it is more likely that the sourcing in-
formation produced will be unacceptable. This
The 95% acceptable outputs represent the per- condition is shown in the following quality tran-
centage of orders handled by the expert system. sition matrix:
This is a goal of the expert system development,
Output Quality Valuebut since this goal may not be achieved, other
Input Quali¢y Value 1 2 3 4values should be tested in the analysis. Varying
this percentage and the time to process an order 1. Both Acceptable .95 .00 .03 .00
through the expert system are the alternative - 2. Only Eng. Unacc. .00 .30 .00 .70
scenarios modeled for this transformation. 3. Only Sourcing Unacc. .95 .00 .05 .00
4. Both Unacceptable .00 .30 .00 .70
By examining the parameters for the two scen-
arios for this transformation, it is easy to see The numbers in this matrix indicate that the ex-
that the expert system increases the quality pert system produces acceptable sourcing infor-
(from 85% acceptable to 95% acceptable) while mation 95% of the time if the engineering infor-reducing the processing time (from 45 minutes mation is acceptable, but only 30% of the time ifto 2 minutes) and the human resource time the engineering information is not acceptable.(from 45 minutes to zero). However, suppose the The 30% figure indicates that some of the pro-expert system can only handle 70% of the or- blems with the engineering information do not
ders. (This is a likely case during initial use of affect the sourcing decision.
the system.) Then, the effect of the expert sys-
tem on the performance measures depends on Since both the baseline and alternative scenarios
the parameters for the exception detection and for this transformation are performed by com-
handling activities. The processing time and puter systems, the human resource time for both
human resource time for these activities could is zero. The processing time is expected to be
be large with only minor improvements in  larger for the expert system than for the conven-
quality. tional computer system, since more --
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functionality is included in the system. For time and sends all orders to the acceptable
sourcing information, the use of an expert sys- branch.
tem improves quality with some increase in
processing time. As in the first transformation, A second option is an exception handling ac-
the percentage of orders the expert system can tivity with no exception detection activity. This
handle correctly will be varied in alternative is represented in the activity network by an ex-
scenarios. · ception detection activity that sends all orders to
the unacceptable branch. This would be used to
Exception detection and handling activities fol- represent a case in which all orders are
low the two transformations in the activity net- manually re-processed. A third option is one ex-
work. An analysis of the quality results from ception detection activity followed by an excep-
the first two transformations provides infor. tion handling activity. This is the case assumed
mation about the need for these quality control in the activity network shown in Figure 2.
activities. These results assume that all orders
enter with unacceptable information for both A final option is one exception detection activity
engineering and sourcing. In the baseline case, followed by multiple exception handling activ-
the exception detection and handling activities ities. This represents different exception han-
are clearly needed because only 17% of the or- dling activities for different types of problems.
ders processed through the first two transfor- For example, the detection activity could be
mations have acceptable information for both designed to determine whether there is a
engineering and sourcing. This is primarily problem with the engineering information, the
caused by the poor performance of the conven- sourcing information, or with both, and then
tional computer system for sourcing. For the al- send the order to an exception handling activity
ternative scenario with expert systems, 90% of for the problem detected. This situation is not
the orders have acceptable information for both. represented in the activity network for the field
If the engineering expert system only produces design problem but it can be handled in the
70% acceptable orders, then only 67% of the or- modeling framework.
ders processed through both transformations
will have acceptable information. These exception detection and handling options
demonstrate that many alternative order
These three scenarios, 17%, 90%, and 67% ac- processing scenarios could be represented in the
ceptable orders, provide different situations for model and analyzed. In addition to the options
quality control. In general, when most of the described above, the quality, processing time,
orders are exceptions (e.g. the case of only 17% and human resource time for these quality con-
acceptable orders), exception detection is not trot activities can be varied in the alternative
very important, because all of the orders will be scenarios. The computerized simulation model
reprocessed manually. Efficient exception han- should be able to analyze the many interesting
dling to reprocess these orders is more critical options.
than exception detection. When few of the or-
ders are exceptions (e.g. the 90(Vo case), excep-
tion detection is important because orders will
not be reprocessed unless exceptions are in- Data Collection anddicated. Reliable exception detection is more Availabilityimportant than efficient exception handling.
For a case between these two extremes (e.g. the
67% case), both reliable detection and efficient Building a model using the concepts presented
handling are important. in this paper requires careful attention to theproblem of collecting data for the model
parameters. There are two general problems:
Several different options for exception detection keeping the data requirements to a manageable
and handling can be represented in the model to size and collebting accurate data.
handle these cases. One modeling option is no
exception detection and handling. Then the
output from the network is the same as the out- Data requirements
put after the two transformations. This can be
modeled without changing the activity network As noted above, the activity network and the
by an exception detection activity that takes no quality values define the structure of the model.
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If there are a large number of activities in the one activity. If parameters for individual sys-
network and more than just a few quality tems within the series will not be changed in the
values, the data required to specify the model analysis (i.e. decisions are not being made about
parameters may exceed practical limits on the individual systems within the series), then
amount of data that can be collected. This is an modeling the series as one activity will be con-
important consideration when formulating the sidered. This second recommendation reduces
structure of the model. the number of activities in the activity network
as much as possible which reduces the number
The four recommendations given below will of parameters to specify.
help to keep the data requirements to a manage-
able size. The suggestions are: The focus on critical quality problems limits the
quality values to those that are necessary to
- Focus on a portion of the entire in- study the problem. Critical quality problems are
formation handling process. problems that will cause costly disruptions or
customer dissatisfaction if the problem is not
- Focus the level of detail in the ac- caught before the information object exits theactivity network. A problem that can be easilytivity network at the decision
caught and fixed after the object has beenmaking level. processed is not a critical quality problem.
Using a minimum number of quality values
- Focus on critical quality problems. makes the data collection of the probability
matrix values possible. In the example from the
- Focus on key alternative scenarios to field, acceptable and unacceptable values were
model. used for two pieces of information. This focuses
on the critical pieces of information and ag-
gregates all critical problems with each piece ofThese recommendations focus on the problem- information into one value called
solving function of the modeling framework, „unacceptable."which is to provide information for better deci-
sion making about the use of computer systems In addition to the first three recommendationsin an information handling process, and notsimply to build a detailed description of the about setting up the model structure, the num-
ber of alternatives to be investigated will be keptprocess. The model structure will be focused on
small. Each alternative requires additional datathe key problem areas to be investigated. collection of parameter values. It is easy to
think of many possible alternatives to test, butThe first recommendation is needed because in- the alternatives will focus on the options thatformation handling processes in organizations are important for management decision making.involve many activities. For example, the infor-
mation handling system for order processing
starts with information from customers and Data collection
ends when the product has been shipped and in-
voiced. Focusing on a portion of an information Collection of accurate data for the model is ahandling process is usually necessary to keep time consuming process. Accuracy in this con-data requirements manageable. text means valid and reliable data, not neces-
sarily data that are precise to many digits. Ac-
curate data are a valid representation of theWhen formulating the activity network, activi-
processing in an information handling system.ties will be aggregated to a level that corresponds
to the decision making level. Defining the work
represented by a single activity is part of for- Initial data can be collected by interviews and
mulating the activity network. Activities will not from any existing documentation of the workbe modeled in more detail than is needed to sup- process. However, cognitive psychology litera-
port the decisions to be made. To make these ture has documented the unreliability ofconcepts more concrete, consider a series of retrospective data (Ericsson and Simon, 1984).computer systems (or a series of computer This means that observation of the work processprograms) that process orders with no manual must be done to ensure accurate data. Also mul-
intervention between systems. They could be tiple people must be observed to determine
modeled as a series of separate activities or as whether there are important differences be-
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tween people. Examples of important dif- sources required to produce an output. These
ferences are 1) processing times or quality per- performance measures are used to evaluate al-
centages that differ by orders of magnitude be- ternative designs for an information handling
tween people performing the same activities and process. These alternative designs model dif-
2) activity networks that differ substantially be- ferent capabilities of computerized information
tween people performing the same tasks. systems used in the process and different char-
acteristics of quality control mechanisms with
In the field investigation for this research, data the process.
collection for the baseline scenario started with
existing documentation of the work process and The purpose of developing the model is to
interviews to clarify the documented infor- provide a tool for studying the relationship be-
mation and to determine the structure for the tween designs choices in an information han-
model (the activity network and the quality process. The research efforts have included sub-
dling process and the performance of the
values). These data are being verified by work stantial field work to ensure that model is ad-observation. The parameter values for the
model are also being collected by work obser- dressing "real-world" problenns and to
vation with some verification from archival demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of
records. The details of these data collection this approach. The previous section of this
procedures and what was learned from using paper provided an example of the use of the
them will be described in a forthcoming paper. modeI for a design problem in a firm and dis-cussed the issues involved in collecting data for
the model.
Collection of data for the alternative scenarios
represents a different problem since these activ- As noted in the int oduction, this paperities cannot be observed. In the firm studiea, describes research in progress. The next steps
data for the design options for the expert sys-
tems is being collected from existing documen- planned for this research effort are:
tation and from system designers. The infor- - data collection,
mation about the percentage of orders to be
handled, the processing time, and the functions - design and development of a
to be provided for assistance with quality control baseline simulation model,
are documented in functional specifications for
the systems. A difficult part not yet addressed
in this research is translating the functions for - validation of the baseline simulationnnodelassistance with quality control into time and
quality parameters for the quality control activ-
ities. - modeling of alternative scenarios,and
An important part of testing the alternative
scenarios is to investigate the effect of not ach- - use of the simulation model to com-
ieving the planned design values. For example, pare and evaluate alternative scen-
suppose an expert system can only handle 70% arios.
of the orders rather than the design value of
95%. The modeling framework can be used to Collection of data for the model parameters is in
test the sensitivity of the performance measures process. When data collection is completed, a
to the design values. simulation model of the information handling
process in the field will be developed. This
SUMMARY AND model will be validated against the currentoperations of the process. This validated
CONCLUSIONS simulation model is the baseline against which
alternative designs for the process will be com-
This paper has presented a model for represent- pared.
ing an information handling process. The
model simulates an information handling Then several alternative scenarios for the infor-
process and produces performance measures on mation handling process will be represented in
the quality of the outputs from the process, the the simulation model. The alternatives to be
time to produce an output, and the human re- modeled have been specified in an experimental
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design, but the data for the model parameters Ellis, C. A. and Nutt, G. J. "Office Information
have not yet been collected. The simulation ex- Systems and Computer Science," Computing
periments specified in the experimental design Surveys, Volume 12, Number 1, March
will be run and the results from these runs of 1980, pp. 27-60.
the simulation model will be used to compare Ericsson, K. A. and Simon, H. A. Protocol
and evaluate the alternative scenarios. Analysis : Verbal Reports as Data,TheMIT
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1984.
Future avenues of research that may be pursued Galbraith, J. R. The Design Of Complex
involve both continued field work and exten- Organizations. Addison-Wesley, Reading
sions to the simulation model. The field work Massachusetts, 1973.
would involve following the changes to the in- Galbraith, J. R. Organization Design, Addison-
formation handling process due to using expert Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1977.
systems and following the use of the simulation Johnson, J. R., Leitch, R. A., and Neter,
model to assist with planning for these changes. J. "Characteristics of Errors in Accounts
Simulation model extensions wouId focus on ad- Receivable and Inventory Audits," The Ac-
ding more dynamic features to the modeI. Of counting Review, Volume LVI, Number 2,
April 1981, pp. 270-291.particular interest is adjusting parameters over
time to study learning in the information han- Kickert, W. J. M. Organisation of Decision-
dling process. Also, dynamics to study end-of- Making: A Systems-Theoretical Approach,North-Holland, Amsterdam, Holland, 1980.period phenomena may be pursued. In addition
to these extensions, the model may be extended Knechel, W. R. "The Use of Quantitative Models
to include data and methods for evaluating in the Review and Evaluation of Internal
tradeoffs between alternative designs of an in- Control: A Survey and Review," Journal of
Accounting Literature, Volume 2, 1983, pp.formation handling process. 205-219.
Knechel, W. R. "A Simulation Model for
Evaluating Accounting System Reliability,"
Auditing: A Journal of Theory and
Practice, Volume 4, Number 2, Spring 1985,
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